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Our commitment to nature and our values  
shapes everything we do.
Dr Georg Emprechtinger, 

CEO and owner of TEAM 7

Looking at our world today, it is clearly time to acknowledge  

the fundamental importance of nature in our lives, and to  

take responsibility for our ecological footprint. It is time to  

prioritise lasting value – and to treat nature and our fellow  

humans with respect. At TEAM 7, sustainability and environ-

mental protection are at the heart of everything we do.  

Because we are a part of nature, and how we interact with  

it is a deciding factor for our future.

Find out more about our pioneering role 

in sustainable furniture production! 

qr.team7-home.com/pioneer- 
sustainably-furniture-video
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WE WERE ALREADY ECO  
BEFORE IT WAS COOL
Back in the early 1980s, we decided to consistently follow “green” 

principles and convert our production completely to wood from 

sustainable forestry. This commitment to nature and our values 

shapes everything we do. We have set ourselves strict guidelines: 

only by living responsibly and sustainably can we preserve the  

fundamentals of life for future generations. We always consider  

both the human aspect and nature itself when producing our 

furniture. Careful use of resources has already been part of our 

everyday production methods for several decades. So we place 

great emphasis on ecological and sustainable production.

FROM THE FOREST TO  
THE FINISHED FURNITURE:  
IT’S IN OUR HANDS
The entire production process for our furniture is carried out in our  

own workshops here in Austria: from natural seasoning and drying of  

the wood, to making the solid wood panels, right through to the finished  

product of our traditional artisan craftmanship. This means we can  

guarantee high standards and environmentally friendly production.  

And the quality that we promise: made in Austria.

TEAM 7  
customer

TEAM 7 wood seasoning
TEAM 7 

board factory

TEAM 7 
furniture factories

TEAM 7 logistics centre

TEAM 7 partner

every order custom made  
in our own workshops in Austria

TEAM 7 forest TEAM 7 sawmill
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A longing for things that are genuine is inherent to human nature. The search for naturalness and  

authenticity is becoming more and more important, particularly in this increasingly digital age.  

We can only feel things fully with all our senses when they are real. This is just not possible in the  

virtual world. The open-pore, living wood we use to make our furniture has the unique ability to appeal 

to our senses. That’s why we do everything we can to bring wood and its authentic characteristics  

into your home. Experience what we mean by “living with all the senses” and in tune with nature.

Wood enriches our lives in many ways: with its beauty, warmth 

and texture. To ensure we preserve these qualities, we process 

this superb natural material in its purest form. This is why the 

TEAM 7 promise applies to the manufacturing of all our wood 

furniture: pure solid hardwood from sustainable forestry,  

assembled without formaldehyde, finished with natural oil –  

and that’s it! This is how we make sure the wood remains free  

of harmful substances and retains its wonderful properties.

PURE SOLID WOOD
Our furniture of pure solid wood supports a healthy living 

environment. That’s no surprise – after all, the trees  

themselves come from healthy forests. Nurtured for 

decades in sustainable forestry, we process the wood 

with the greatest of care – and from the very outset. The 

choice of wood type is decisive for the later quality of our 

furniture. Genuine, open-pore wood brings comfort and 

warmth into your home. It breathes, absorbs humidity  

and releases it again when the air is dry. This creates a  

noticeably more pleasant atmosphere in the room. Wood 

also has a natural anti-static and anti-bacterial effect.

ULTRAMODERN 
THREE-LAYER 
TECHNOLOGY
Even the high-quality three-layer solid wood panels are 

made to order for our furniture in our board factory. Three 

layers of the finest hardwood are glued together transversely. 

This technology preserves the naturalness and the original 

strength of the wood. At the same time it provides our boards 

with a tremendous structural stability, opening up unique 

opportunities for us in design and function.

SIGHT
Our carefully selected  

wood surfaces are  

sorted by hand and  

genuinely unique.  

Like the trees they  

are made from.

TOUCH
Enjoy the warmth of  

our oiled, open-pore  

wooden surfaces –  

you can literally  

feel it.

SMELL
Close your  

eyes and enjoy  

the scent of  

real wood.

TASTE
Fine wine from  

a wood barrel,  

fresh bread from a 

wood-burning stove:  

pure pleasure. 

HEARING
Guitars, violins  

and pianos –  

they all depend  

on real wood  

for their sound. 

VIRTUAL

100%

The finest hardwood, assembled without 
formaldehyde, finished with natural oil –  
and that’s it.
Dr Georg Emprechtinger, 

CEO and owner of TEAM 7

LIVING WITH  
ALL THE SENSES

TEAM 7



HEALTHY
SLEEPING
Although we build furniture, we believe comfortable sleep goes far beyond just a good bed. 

We know how important it is to regenerate every night. That’s why we make sure you have 

everything you need for a healthy sleep – with metal-free solid wood beds, the ergonomic 

aos sleeping system, as well as high-quality pillows and duvets.  

We are not as intimate with any other piece of furniture as we are with our bed and its 

internal elements. So it makes sense to pay particular attention to the choice of materials 

here. In doing so, we rely on our most important partner: Nature. And so we process only 

high-quality natural materials – pure and authentic.

SOLID WOOD BED
We guarantee that there’s one thing you  

won’t find in any of our bed connections: Metal.  

This is how we prevent the amplification of  

existing DC magnetic fields.

AOS SLEEPING SYSTEM
Our aos sleeping system gives you everything  

you need for comfortable sleep: the perfect  

support for your spine, optimal ventilation,  

and natural materials.

SLEEP ACCESSORIES
The finishing touch for your comfortable sleep:  

Customisable pillows for proper  

reclining and blankets made of natural  

materials for a perfect sleeping climate.

THE GREEN BED: HEALTHY SLEEP FROM A TO ZZZZ

METAL-FREE
We manufacture our beds entirely from 

pure solid wood. Even the bed joints  

are completely metal-free. Perfect for  

sensitive people to enjoy a relaxed sleep.

REAL CRAFTSMANSHIP
We’ve been making furniture since 1959. You can feel this 

experience. Every piece of TEAM 7 furniture is unique:  

hand built in our workshop by experienced joiners using  

traditional Austrian artisan craftsmanship. It guarantees the 

high quality of our products. Not only do we create furniture, 

we also create lasting value.

THE GREEN BED –  
100% NATURE
Bed, sleeping system and sleep accessories – made  

from 100% natural materials: Our “green bed” offers  

a completely healthy and comfortable sleep.  

This is especially true of our float bed, where even the  

upholstered headboard is made from completely natural 

ingredients: Solid wood, coconut fibre, cotton fleece,  

natural leather and nothing else.

10        



NATURAL
MATERIALS

Wood, glass, leather, fabric, cotton, coconut fibre, sheep’s wool and 

TENCEL™/maize fibre: It’s important to us that the materials used in 

our bedrooms, both in the internal elements of the beds and in the 

sleep accessories, are natural and provide a sleeping environment 

that is free from harmful substances, whilst also offering optimal 

support for your nightly regeneration. As a result you’ll be able to 

sleep healthily and in harmony with nature.

PURE  
SOLID WOOD

GLASS LEATHER

FABRIC
COCONUT  
FIBRE

NATURAL  
LATEX

COTTON

TENCEL™/ 
MAIZE FIBRE

SHEEP’S  
WOOL
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float bed | float bedside cabinet | lunetto wardrobe | lui plus chair 

float
Our float bed, when combined with high 

mattresses, offers a typical appearance for 

box spring beds with a high sitting edge, 

and yet at the same time fascinates with its 

unique visual impression of lightness. The 

high-quality stitching of the leather head-

board emphasises the elegance of the bed.

SOPHISTICATED 
SIMPLICITY

float    1514    float



Sleeping becomes a new experience  
with float. Made of solid wood, it retains 
its unique sense of lightness even in  
combination with a thick mattress.
designer: Kai Stania

Find out more about  

the float bed! 

qr.team7-home.com/ 
float-bed-models-video

float
A fine groove divides the bed frame 

of the float bed and makes it appear 

delicate. A batting made of latex- 

coated coconut fibres and cotton  

fleece provides natural padding for  

the headboard which is also available 

in fabric, leather and natural leather.

fig. above: float bed with fabric headboard, 180 × 200 cm,  

wood type oak, Canvas 134 fabric | float bedside cabinet  

floating freely with glass top, 60 × 9.7 × 35.6 cm (w × h × d), 

wood type oak, matt medium grey glass

high-quality padding strong joint made of solid wood

float | loup
As though it were growing like a tree, the  

bed frame seems to transition seamlessly 

into the wooden headboard which is available 

in two different heights. As a real all-rounder, 

the flexible loup side table cuts a very fine 

figure at the side of a bed.

fig. above: float bed with wooden headboard,  

180 × 200 cm, wood type oak | loup side table,  

wood type oak, black-brown leather

float bed with wooden headboard float bed with fabric headboardfloat bed with leather headboardfloat bed base

float | loup    1716    float



float
In every detail, the design of the float bedside cabinet 

is perfectly coordinated with the float bed. Even 

the harmonic round curves of the bed corners are 

reflected in the design. The float bedside cabinet can 

be mounted on the wall with an elegant solid wood 

slide or be free floating. The base of the free-standing 

version offers an additional storage surface.

fig. above: float bed with leather headboard, 180 x 200 cm, wood 

type walnut, natural leather tartufo | float bedside cabinet with 

slide, drawer and wood top, 60 × 64.5 × 35.6 cm (w × h × d), wood type 

walnut | riletto dresser, 131.4 × 86.8 × 52.2 cm (w × h × d),  

wood type walnut, natural leather tartufo 
 

fig. left: float bedside cabinet with a large drawer and wooden cover 

plate, 60 × 19.1 × 35.6 cm (w × h × d), wood type oak

PAINTING WITH WOOD
We produce every solid wood panel for our furniture ourselves in our 

board factory. At the same time we take meticulous care to produce 

with the highest quality. In order to fit every wood pattern harmoniously, 

we assemble the wood for the top layers of the three-layer solid wood 

panels for the fronts and table tops of our customised furniture by hand: 

handmade works of art. We call this “painting with wood”. Learn more about the three-layer technology on page 9.
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PRECISION 
AND  
PERFECTION

riletto
Precise proportions and recessed slides  

make it seem like the riletto bed is floating. 

The handcrafted perfection is evident here 

in many of the details: The consoles that are 

attached solely with traditional wood joints, 

and the headboard made from pure solid 

wood that tapers off artfully towards the top.

riletto bed | riletto console | girado chair | hood+ clothes rack

riletto    2120    riletto



fig. left page: riletto bed with consoles, 180 × 200 cm, 

wood type oak white oil, white leather 

fig. above: riletto console with drawer and mirror,  

130 × 100.8 × 45.8 cm (w × h × d), wood type oak white oil, 

white leather | girado chair, wood type oak white oil,  

white leather, matt aluminum frame 

fig. left: riletto console, wood type oak white oil

riletto
The riletto bed can be enhanced with stylish  

consoles at request. These serve as practical 

storage units and may be optionally equipped 

with an integrated drawer. Keep everything 

close at hand for a naturally beautiful start  

to the day with the riletto make-up table.

riletto    23



Find out more about  

the riletto bed! 

qr.team7-home.com/ 
riletto-bed-video

fig. above: riletto bed with consoles, 180 × 200 cm,  

wood type walnut, anthracite leather 
 

fig. right: riletto bed, 180 × 200 cm, wood type walnut,  

black-brown leather | riletto bedside cabinet,  

51.4 × 38.8 × 45.8 cm (w × h × d), wood type walnut,  

black-brown leather

riletto
The harmonious interplay of solid wood 

and leather is characteristic of the  

entire riletto line. The leather-covered 

sides of the riletto bed are matched 

by sleek leather sides on the bedside 

cabinets and dressers, creating a  

wonderful contrast to the wood.

fig. above: riletto dresser, 131.4 × 86.8 × 52.2 cm

(w × h × d), wood type walnut, tartufo natural leather

fig. left: riletto dresser, 159.5 × 86.8 × 52.2 cm

(w × h × d), wood type walnut, dark brown leather

riletto
The headboard and sides of the riletto 

bed can be selected in leather or solid 

wood. Metal-free joints in the bed ensure 

a healthy sleep environment and make 

our bed particularly stable.

Artisan craftsmanship with lovingly finished details and a beautifully light,  
floating appearance define the exceptionally elegant style of the riletto bed.
designer: Kai Stania

riletto    2524    riletto



nox* bed | nox* bedside cabinet

*Available in Luxembourg under the name lux.  

Not available in Belgium or the Netherlands.

IMPRESSIVE 
MATERIAL 
THICKNESS

nox*
The extraordinary thickness of the solid 

wood is characteristic of the nox* bed and  

occasional furniture. Yet the recessed slides 

make the bed almost appear to float. The  

surfaces of the hand-selected solid wood  

look particularly impressive in the wood  

types wild oak and wild walnut.

nox*    2726    nox*



A bed with style as uncompromising as the night  
is dark: solid wood, harmonious design lines  
revealing beautiful structural details, with a neat, 
comfortably upholstered headboard, and an  
impression of floating in the air. Done!
designer: Jacob Strobel

Find out more about 

the nox* bed! 

qr.team7-home.com/ 
nox-bed-video

nox* 
The upholstered leather headboard can be mounted 

at different heights and provides more comfort as a 

pleasant backrest. The design of the entire nox*  

family wins you over with its precise, but gently 

rounded edges that unite at the corners to form a 

harmonious S-shaped line.

fig. above: nox* bed, 180 × 200 cm, wood type oak, taupe leather  

nox* bedside cabinet, 61.2 × 39.5 × 41.8 cm (w × h × d), wood type oak  
 

fig. left: elegant, S-shaped corner joint

*Available in Luxembourg under the name lux.  

 Not available in Belgium or the Netherlands.

fig. above: nox* bed with upholstered headboard, 180 × 200 cm,  

wood type wild oak white oil, light grey leather

fig. below: nox* bed with wooden headboard, 180 × 200 cm, wood type wild walnut 

nox* bedside cabinet, 61.2 × 39.5 × 41.8 cm (w × h × d), wood type wild walnut 

nox*    2928    nox*



fig. left: nox* bed with wooden headboard, 180 × 200 cm, wood type swiss pine 

nox* bedside cabinet, 61.2 × 39.5 × 41.8 cm (w × h × d), wood type swiss pine 

sidekick side table, wood type swiss pine 
 

fig. top: console with light, 44 × 30 cm, wood type swiss pine 
 

fig. bottom: nox* dresser, 131.2 × 71.5 × 48.2 cm (w × h × d), wood type swiss pine

nox* | swiss pine
Swiss pine is known as the “queen of the alps.” Its 

pleasant scent brings the freshness of an alpine holiday 

right into your own home. The prominent grain patterns 

due to the numerous dark knots gives the furniture a 

very special look. Matching the nox* bed, there are also 

our wardrobes in the wood type swiss pine.

*Available in Luxembourg under the name lux.  

 Not available in Belgium or the Netherlands.

nox* | swiss pine    31



times bed | console with light | lunetto dresser | italic ladder

times
The times bed impresses with its clear, 

stripped-back design and neat curves. The  

bed owes its light appearance to its clever 

construction that keeps the feet out of sight. 

The solid bed frame nevertheless conveys  

a feeling of security.

ENTIRELY 
MADE OF 
WOOD

times    3332    times



fig. right: times bed, 180 × 200 cm, wood type wild oak 

clip side table, wood type wild oak | italic ladder, wood type oak 

 

fig. below: italic ladder, set of two, wood type oak

times | italic
No metal is used in the ingenious construction of the  

times bed. Instead, strong wooden dowels are used.  

The sophisticated italic ladder is also metal-free and  

offers space for a wide range of objects that can be  

staged in style. The ladder is available in two different  

sizes, or as a set of two. It can lean casually against the  

wall or be joined to make a freestanding piece of furniture.

Find out more about  

the times bed! 

qr.team7-home.com/ 
times-bed-models

34    times



mylon bed | mylon bedside cabinet

mylon
The sophisticated interplay of different  

materials on the sides of the bed gives 

our mylon bed its lofty and seductive 

appearance. The version with the delicate 

upholstered headboard in fabric or  

leather moves the fine wood construction 

even more into the spotlight.

DELICATE 
AND  

ELEGANT

mylon    3736    mylon



mylon is defined by a combination of  
strong, straight lines and precise curves  
in its details. This concept is characteristic  
of all the furniture in the mylon family.
designer: Jacob Strobel

fig. above: mylon bed, 180 × 200 cm, wood type oak,

Maple 722 fabric | mylon bedside cabinet, 49.8 × 39.5 × 37.4 cm  

(w × h × d), wood type oak | mylon bench, 180.4 cm, wood type 

oak, Maple 722 fabric 

fig. right: console, 44 × 30 cm, wood type oak
 

fig. below: mylon bench, 180.4 cm, wood type oak,

Maple 722 fabric

fig. above left: mylon dresser, 134.8 × 87.5 × 43.8 cm

(w × h × d), wood type oak 
 

fig. above right: mylon dresser, 84.8 × 119.5 × 43.8 cm  

(w × h × d), wood type oak 
 

fig. right: mylon bed with slat headboard and  

wooden bed sides, 180 × 200 cm, wood type oak

mylon | console
The mylon bench is the perfect complement –  

useful as a seat or a place to put things. You 

will find generous storage space under its 

cover with integrated insulation for easy 

opening. Suitable for many bed models and 

easy to assemble, the console offers a flexible 

alternative to the classic bedside cabinet. 

Optionally, it can be supplemented with a 

practical reading light.

mylon
Like the bed itself, mylon bedside cabinets and 

dressers inspire with elegant legs and precise 

curves. Made entirely of pure solid wood, the 

mylon bed presents itself with an elegant slat 

headboard and bed sides made of wood.

mylon    3938    mylon



fig. above: light bed, 180 × 200 cm, wood type oak 
 

fig. left and below: light bed, 180 × 200 cm, wood type  

walnut | clip side table, wood type walnut

light
Its design makes the light bed a place to rest 

in the bedroom. It impresses with its elegant 

appearance and modern look. Minimalist 

solid wood surfaces and tapered legs give 

this bed an amazingly light appearance.

light    41



sesam bed | sesam bedside cabinet | sesam dresser

sesam
Our sesam bed is simple in design and yet 

has plenty to offer: Classic, metal-free 

traditional wood connections, resilient 

artisan craftsmanship, and 100% solid 

wood. Rounded and tapered legs give this 

bed a charming, handcrafted detail.

SIMPLE
CLASSIC

sesam    4342    sesam



fig. above: sesam bed with wooden infill headboard,  

180 × 200 cm, wood type alder | sesam bedside cabinet,  

49 × 43 × 40 cm (w × h × d), wood type alder 
 

fig. right: sesam bed with horizontal slats, 180 × 200 cm, 

wood type beech heartwood

sesam
The best companions to the sesam bed 

are the bedside cabinet and chest of 

drawers of the same name. Different 

types of wood and models offer you wide 

freedom of design and can be adapted to 

your personal storage needs.

fig. above: sesam dresser, 105 × 76.3 × 43.6 cm  

(w × h × d), wood type alder

fig. left: sesam bedside cabinet, 49 × 43 × 40 cm  

(w × h × d), wood type alder 

sesam
The sesam bed can be purchased with three  

different headboards and a footboard. Visible 

finger prongs on the drawers of the sesam 

bedside cabinet emphasise the love that has 

gone into this craftmanship.

sesam    4544    sesam



fig. above: lunetto bed with wooden headboard relief, 180 × 200 cm,  

wood type walnut | lunetto bedside cabinet, 51.2 × 39.5 × 42 cm  

(w × h × d), wood type walnut, matt white glass 

 

fig. left and below: lunetto bed with wooden headboard, 180 × 200 cm,  

wood type beech heartwood | lunetto bedside cabinet, 51.2 × 39.5 × 42 cm  

(w × h × d), wood type beech heartwood | lunetto dresser, 101.2 × 87.5 ×  

42 cm (w × h × d), wood type beech heartwood, matt white glass

lunetto
The cleverly mitred corner joints are characteristic 

throughout the lunetto range. Another beautiful,  

handcrafted detail is the headboard relief, which  

gives the bed a unique appearance with its milled  

detailing against the wood-grain pattern.

lunetto    47



SLEEP  
IN HARMONY 
WITH NATURE

inside your bed
We think healthy sleep requires much more  

than just a good bed. It also requires the 

bed to have an ergonomically sophisticated 

mattress system, along with high-quality 

pillows and duvets made of climate and 

humidity-regulating materials. 

bed interiors    4948    bed interiors



At night we recharge our energy and strength for the next day. This is the time for our 

brains to process the impressions of the day. At the same time our immune system 

winds down, which makes our bodies more susceptible to outside influences. That is 

why a healthy and restful sleeping environment is the be-all and end-all for us humans. 

It is clear to us that only natural materials and the perfect interaction of bed, interior 

and accessories offer optimal sleeping pleasure. 

HEALTHY
SLEEPING  
ENVIRONMENT

NATURAL INGREDIENTS FOR SLEEPING COMFORTABLY

MATERIALS
Selected, natural  

materials of the highest 

quality support  

an uncontaminated  

sleeping environment –  

free from harmful  

substances.

PURE SOLID WOOD 

Genuine, open-pore solid wood plays a key role in 

the bedroom. The pleasant smell and warm feel 

alone is enough to evoke a sense of well-being and 

relaxation in us humans.

NATURAL LATEX 

The material produced from the latex sap of the 

rubber tree is impressive due to its excellent point 

elasticity and breathability. Its continuously high 

adaptability makes natural latex an ideal choice for 

optimal spine support in any sleeping position –  

for many years.

COTTON 

Cotton – derived from the seed fibres of the 

cotton plant – is by nature a resilient, durable 

fibre. It is extremely skin-friendly and soft. 

It also balances temperatures by releasing 

excess heat to the outside.

TENCEL™/MAIZE FIBRE 

TENCEL™ is made from the cellulose of beech. 

It absorbs moisture and quickly releases it again, 

creating a pleasant sleeping climate. 

Maize fibre has both a heat-insulating effect and  

high bulking power. Both fibres are washable  

and well-suited for people with allergies.

SHEEP’S WOOL 

Sheep’s wool is a natural product made from 

sheep’s fleece. It can absorb up to 33% of its own 

weight in moisture without feeling damp, providing 

a healthy and dry sleeping climate. In addition, 

it’s also naturally self-cleaning.

ERGONOMICS
High-quality natural  

latex is very  

adaptable due to its  

superior point elasticity  

and also provides  

first-class sleeping  

comfort.

METAL-FREE
By not using metal,  

external influences  

are reduced to a  

minimum during sleep,  

and regeneration  

is encouraged. 

HYGIENE
Real natural materials  

are particularly  

breathable, active  

and moisture-regulating  

for a comfortable  

sleeping climate and  

fresh feeling.

ROOM CLIMATE
Open-pore solid wood  

breathes and improves  

the room climate  

because it absorbs  

moisture and then  

releases it again. It’s  

also antistatic.

THE GREEN BED –  
100% NATURE

The components of the aos sleeping system are made of  

natural and renewable resources, so it fits wonderfully  

with our idea of the "green bed" as being ideal for a restful  

sleep in a naturally healthy sleeping environment.
pure solid wood

natural latex

sheep’s wool

TENCEL™/maize fibre

cotton



Find out more about  

the aos sleeping system! 

qr.team7-home.com/ 
aos-sleeping-system-video

AOS
THE ART OF SLEEP
Our holistic, ergonomically designed aos sleeping system 

adapts to your individual needs and your sleeping position. 

It is the ideal complement for our solid wood beds and 

consists of an insertion frame, spring element, mattress, 

and slip cover or under-bedding.

ALWAYS FRESH
With the aos sleeping system, you can 

choose between either an open sleeping 

system with under-bedding or closed – 

wrapped in a slip cover. In both versions, 

the structure in individual components 

ensures optimum air circulation within the 

system. In addition, the aos components 

can be conveniently separated for easy 

maintenance or possible replacement.

ERGONOMICS
The spring element ensures perfect pressure distribution 

over the entire sleeping surface right up to the edge – 

regardless of size, weight and anatomy. Arranged in two 

levels the total length of the spring is 10 cm. This allows 

the spring element to adapt ideally and repeatedly to the 

body and your sleeping position.

SLIP COVER 

The aos slip cover is made of natural  

materials and combines the spring element 

and mattress into a compact entity.

INSERTION FRAME 

Just like the rest of the sleeping system, the aos  

insertion frame creates a stable base and is 100%  

metal-free. Alternatively, you can select either a  

manually or an electrically adjustable insertion frame.  

height 4 cm | 8 cm

MATTRESS 

The aos mattress consists of  

100% natural latex derived  

from the sap of the rubber tree. 

height 10 cm | 15 cm

SPRING ELEMENT 

The aos spring element has an intelligent 

construction that adjusts to various sleeping 

positions. It ensures that the pressure is 

properly distributed and provides the best 

possible support for your spine. 

height 12 cm

total height 26 cm
(with a mattress  

height of 10 cm)

aos    53



slip cover

mattress

spring element

manually adjustable 

insertion frame

topper

SPRING ELEMENT 

Seven latex strips covered in cotton, with sophisticated structural  

positioning and rimellas made of elastic ash, ensure precise 

support for your body – whether you’re lying on your back, 

stomach, or side. The rimellas can be removed separately and 

adjusted to customise the sleeping system. Their ribbed surface 

and construction from individual components provide the optimal 

ventilation of the spring element.

SLIP COVER 

The removable upper part of the slip cover is made of 100% pure 

cotton (certified organic cotton), quilted with self-cleaning sheep’s 

wool. Of course you can also opt for the washable, hypoallergenic 

version made of TENCEL™/maize. Alternatively, there is the aos 

sleeping system with an under-bedding made of sheep’s wool or 

TENCEL™. A partner cover is available for both versions.

INSERTION FRAME 

The aos insertion frame is available in either spruce or 

swiss pine. The manually-adjustable insertion frame version 

in beech offers seven inclines for the head and three for the 

feet area. The electric insertion frame including mains  

cut-off is infinitely adjustable and can be operated wirelessly 

via a radio remote control.

MATTRESS 

Our aos mattress only yields where a force is applied. This 

ensures optimised pressure relief and ideal blood circulation. 

It is made of 100% natural latex and is available in two levels of 

firmness, soft and hard, as well as in two height options, 10 or 

15 cm. It is attached to the aos spring element with a zipper.

TOPPER 

The optional aos topper made from premium talalay latex  

provides additional sleeping comfort. Together with the  

15 cm thick mattress, it makes the aos sleeping system feel  

like a box-spring. The higher seating edge makes it easier to 

get in and out of bed. The aos topper is also available as a  

partner cover in a width of up to 200 cm.

fig. above: aos sleeping system with 15 cm mattress  

and topper

fig. right: rimellas made of elastic ash wood with  

longitudinal grooves for a reduced contact surface  

and better air circulation

SUPERIOR  
SLEEPING COMFORT
A box spring bed in a natural way: The individual  

configuration options of the aos sleeping system  

also enable the popular look and comfort of beds  

with a high structure.
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classic adjustable slatted frame 

height: 10 cm 

metal-free 

ergonomic shoulder area  

manually adjustable head and foot elements

classic flex plate frame 

height: 11 cm 

metal-free 

special shoulder and heel comfort zone 

individual lumbar adjustment options

classic fixed slatted frame 

height: 10 cm 

metal-free 

ergonomic shoulder area 

fixed

classic natural latex 21 (representative photo) 

100% natural latex 

degree of firmness: medium-firm or firm 

height: 21 cm 

cover: 100% natural cotton double-layered fabric  

(certified organic cotton), quilted with 600 g/m² breathable, 

temperature-sensitive TENCEL™/maize fibre, washable, 

hypoallergenic, partner cover possible

classic natural latex 17 (representative photo) 

100% natural latex 

degree of firmness: medium-firm or firm 

height: 17 cm 

cover: 100% natural cotton double-layered fabric  

(certified organic cotton), quilted with 600 g/m² breathable, 

temperature-sensitive TENCEL™/maize fibre, washable, 

hypoallergenic, partner cover possible

classic latex 17 (representative photo) 

at least 20% natural latex 

degree of firmness: medium-firm or firm 

height: 17 cm 

cover: 100% natural cotton double-layered fabric  

(certified organic cotton), quilted with 600 g/m² breathable, 

temperature-sensitive TENCEL™/maize fibre, washable, 

hypoallergenic, partner cover possible

classic latex 21 (representative photo) 

at least 20% natural latex 

degree of firmness: medium-firm or firm 

height: 21 cm 

cover: 100% natural cotton double-layered fabric  

(certified organic cotton), quilted with 600 g/m² breathable, 

temperature-sensitive TENCEL™/maize fibre, washable, 

hypoallergenic, partner cover possible

SLATTED FRAMES AND 
SLAT BASES
Combined with our slatted frames and slat bases, our classic 

mattresses offer superior comfort. With fifty three-dimensional, 

independent plates made of beech mounted on spring slats,  

the classic flex plate frame optimally conforms to the contours  

of the sleeper’s body. Zones specially designed to support 

shoulders and heels as well as additional inserts to adjust  

firmness for the lumbar region enable individual settings.  

Our classic slatted frame is also very flexible, thanks to the  

28 movable spring slats. It is available with fixed or with  

manually adjustable head and foot elements.

MATTRESSES
Seven zones, subdivided into the shoulder, pelvis, and foot 

areas provide our classic mattresses with pressure relief 

that precisely conformes to your body contours, thus creating 

ergonomically healthy sleeping comfort. High-quality cotton 

covers quilted with TENCEL™/maize fibre promote a good 

moisture balance and pleasant sleeping climate.
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Find out more about  

the cubus tandem bed! 

qr.team7-home.com/ 
cubus-tandem-bed

ACCESSORIES
Your sleep climate has a considerable  

influence on how restful your sleep is: if it is 

too warm or cold your body has to react and 

balance out the temperature. This impairs 

regeneration. That’s why we make sure that 

our covers are made of particularly climate-  

and moisture-regulating materials. Your 

sleeping pleasure is ensured with our  

pillows, which support an ergonomically  

correct lying position.

under-bedding TENCEL™ or wool 

batting: 100% TENCEL™ or  

100% sheep’s wool  

batting weight: 500 g/m² or 400 g/m² 

cover: 100% fine fabric cotton 

washable

latex moulded pillow  

(individually customisable)  

batting: soft elastic talalay latex 

cover: 37% lyocell, 63% polyester  

washable

year-round blanket TENCEL™ 

batting: 100% TENCEL™ 

batting weight: 430 g/m² 

cover: 100% TENCEL™ fine satin 

washable

TENCEL™ pillow 

batting: PES-fibre balls 

cover: 100% TENCEL™ 

washable

year-round wool blanket  

batting: 100% merino sheep’s wool (COF) 

batting weight: 400 g/m² 

cover: 100% organic fine satin cotton  

(certified organic cotton and GOTS certified) 

not washable

wool pillow 

batting: wool bobbles 

cover: 100% organic cotton 

(certified organic cotton and GOTS certified) 

washable

MOBILE MATTRESSES
With our mobile mattresses, even the smallest of us 

can enjoy restful sleep and beautiful dreams. Latex 

and comfort foam provide superior point elasticity for 

ergonomic sleeping comfort. The high-quality cover 

materials support the pleasant sleeping feeling and  

are washable.

cubus
In just a few simple steps, the cubus tandem 

bed transforms from a single bed into a 

spacious double bed. It’s ideal for the youth 

or guest room and pampers overnight guests 

with superior comfort. After use, the second 

bed disappears back under the first one. 

fig.: cubus tandem bed, 90 × 200 cm, wood type oak white oil

mobile mattress latex 11 (fig. left, representative photo) 

mobile mattress comfort foam 11 (fig. right, representative photo) 

latex: min. 20% natural latex | comfort foam: breathable cold foam 

height: 11 cm | upholstery: 100% natural double-layered fabric (certified  

organic cotton), quilted with 600 g/m² breathable TENCEL™/maize fibre,  

washable, suitable for those with allergies, partner cover possible
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lunetto wardrobe | lui plus chair

wardrobes with hinged doors
Our hinged-door wardrobes inspire with  

straightforward, modern design. Four  

wardrobe heights, two wardrobe depths, 

as well as five cabinet cell widths open up a 

wide range of planning options and create 

custom-made and generous storage space.

CUSTOM-MADE 
STORAGE SPACE
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up to 370 cm

up to 258 cm

Find out more about  

the valore wardrobe! 

qr.team7-home.com/ 
valore-top-cabinet

top cabinets | heights
The hinged-door wardrobes can be  

extended with the help of top units in three 

different heights. These create additional 

storage space and allow floor-to-ceiling 

planning of up to 370 cm high.

linking elements
The wardrobe as a home office or make-

up table: Sophisticated linking elements 

ensure variety in the wardrobe design and 

fulfil practical additional functions which 

give the wardrobe precious added value.

home office element make-up table element

individual design planning
The fronts framed by fine edges characterise  

the elegant look of the hinged-door wardrobes.  

Combined with external drawers – to be added  

according to personal preference – as well as  

completely unique front appearances and storage 

space created according to individual needs.

fig.: valore wardrobe with top cabinets and linking element,  

385.9 × 338 × 62.5 cm (w × h × d), wood type oak white oil,  

interior wood type oak white oil, matt steel glass| lui chair,  

wood type oak white oil, black natural leather

WARDROBES WITH HINGED DOORS
· sleek design 
· versatile configuration 
· element to match front wood type

· pure solid wood through and through 
· three-layer technology 
· solid construction

corniceroom-high design

solid plinth 

construction

external drawer to be 

planned according to  

personal preference

front, cabinet elements, and  
interiors can all be planned  
in a single wood type

cabinet outside edge straight cabinet outside edge with fold

variety of 

handle options
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soft
The soft hinged-door wardrobe impresses  

with its sleek, modest design and high-quality  

craftsmanship. The vertical wood grain of  

the large doors, manufactured using the  

particularly strong three-layer technology,  

is a characteristic feature.

fig. right: soft wardrobe, 241.9 x 226 x 62.5 cm (w × h × d),  

wood type beech heartwood, interior wood type beech, matt  

pearl glass | clip side table, wood type beech heartwood
 

fig. above: soft wardrobe, 241.9 x 226 × 62.5 cm (w × h × d), 

wood type beech heartwood, matt medium grey glass 
 

fig. below: soft wardrobe, 290 × 226 × 62.5 cm (w × h × d),  

wood type oak, matt white glass
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What’s your favourite colour? 

Choose the exact colour you desire for all glass  

surfaces. The entire colour range of the NCS colours 

is available to you (surcharge applies).

fig. right: lunetto wardrobe, 322 × 226 × 62.5 cm (w × h × d),  

wood type oak, interior wood type beech, matt white glass 
 

fig. below: angled strip handle, wood type oak

lunetto
You can recognise the lunetto hinged-door 

wardrobe by its characteristic horizontal wood 

grain and horizontal groove. And like all TEAM 7 

wardrobes, the lunetto wardrobe is also always 

custom made – perfectly tailored to your needs.

PERSONALISED PLANNING
Our consultants plan according to your ideas and spatial possibilities. 

Each wardrobe, bed, and piece of occasional furniture is designed  

exactly according to your wishes and to perfectly match your  

individual needs. You can choose from a number of different  

wood types as well as various materials and colours.
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valore
Across the centre of the valore hinged-door 

wardrobe, between two dividing grooves, is  

a decorative band that can be finished in either  

horizontally-grained solid wood or in coloured 

glass. The wood band creates a particularly 

striking and elegant effect in the relief version, 

with its milled detailing across the wood-grain.

fig.: valore wardrobe, wood type walnut, matt taupe glass
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EVERY ORDER IS
CUSTOM MADE
Manufacturing exclusively to order allows us maximum flexibility to 

fulfil your wishes. A wide range of designs for beds, occasional furniture 

and wardrobes, with the option to adjust heights, widths and depths* to 

your requirements means we can plan the layout individually for you – 

or even make bespoke designs for you. Panels enable installation with 

millimetre precision as well as adaptation to sloped ceilings. 

*Size reductions only possible for certain models. 
  More information is available from your TEAM 7 dealer.

lunetto
A linking element with integrated make-

up table gives the lunetto wardrobe an 

additional function. The wardrobe looks 

particularly elegant if the element and 

interior are selected in the same wood 

type as the fronts.

fig.: lunetto wardrobe with top cabinets, 417.9 × 338 ×  

62.5 cm (w × h × d), wood type oak, matt pebble glass

Find out more about the  

lunetto wardrobe! 

qr.team7-home.com/ 
lunetto-wardrobe-video
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wardrobes with floating doors
Every order for TEAM 7 floating door wardrobes 

is custom made, with many different options 

available for heights, widths and depths. A wide 

range of interior fittings, wood types and glass 

WARDROBES WITH FLOATING DOORS
· same front systems throughout 
· versatile configuration 
· element to match front wood type

· pure solid wood through and through 
· new fitting technology 
· standardised element sizes

innovative, soft-close sliding system
new wardrobe heights: 210, 226 and 242 cm

longer door fronts standardised interior for wardrobes 

with floating doors and hinged doors

front, elements, and  
interiors can all be planned  
in a single wood type

strong  

construction

colours allow enormous design scope. You can 

also choose whether to plan your floating door 

wardrobe without handles or with an integrated 

strip handle. Precise and flawless soft-close 

floating doors ensure perfect ease of use.

various planning options
Like with the hinged-door wardrobes, you can  

choose from the soft, lunetto and valore front  

systems for the floating door wardrobes. Based  

on the same element sizes, both types of wardrobes  

can be freely assembled and combined with each  

other. The floating door wardrobes are especially  

advantageous when space is an issue. They also  

give your entry hall a distinctive appearance.

fig. above: soft wardrobe, 226 × 257.9 × 62.5 cm (w × h × d), wood type  

oak, matt natural white glass 
 

fig. left-hand page and left top: lunetto wardrobe, 226 × 257.9 × 62.5 cm  

(w × h × d), wood type oak, matt natural white glass 
 

fig. left bottom: valore wardrobe, 226 × 257.9 × 62.5 cm (w × h × d),  

wood type oak, matt natural white glass

Find out more about the  

floating door wardrobes! 

qr.team7-home.com/wardrobes- 
with-sliding-doors-gif
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soft
The central sliding door of a 3-door design  

option can be moved to the left and right and  

its movement is cushioned in all directions.  

The ingenious mechanism works almost  

silently and is impressively easy to operate.

fig. left: soft wardrobe, 289.9 × 226 × 62.5 cm (w × h × d),  

wood type wild oak white oil, matt light grey glass 
 

fig. below: soft wardrobe, 289.9 × 226 × 62.5 cm (w × h × d),  

wood type wild oak white oil, matt light grey glass
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valore wardrobe

wardrobe interiors
Our meticulous attention to detail 

and our solid wood is evident inside 

these wardrobes too. This masterly 

craftsmanship is perfectly staged by 

the optional LED lighting.

INNER  
VALUES
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everything in order
An extensive and functional interior ensures comfort and a better 

overview of your cabinets. Practical “helpers” like clothes lifts, 

shirt drawers and interior drawers with various dividers help you 

locate the matching combinations quickly and with style. Linking 

elements with clever additional functions also offer space for 

decorative accessories and bring comfort to your bedroom.

shirt drawer | inside drawer
This practical drawer unit is neatly concealed behind 

the wardrobe doors. The drawers are fitted with 

full extension runners to provide easy access to the 

contents. This soft-touch mechanism allows easy 

opening without handles and a sleek, uncluttered 

look. This shirt drawer has an elegant smoked glass 

front and can also be fitted with neat organisers for 

ties and belts on request.

shirt drawer and inside drawer

interior made from pure solid wood shirt drawer with smoked glass front
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Find out more about 

the wardrobe interior! 

qr.team7-home.com/valore- 
wardrobe-interior-gif

linking elements
These open elements enhance the wardrobe with 

smart additional functions. A writing top with cable 

feed-throughs and shelves make it a fully functional 

home office. The make-up table only shows its talents 

when you open up the table top. Upon opening, its 

large mirror, elegant leather-covered shelf, and the 

practical wooden boxes for jewellery and make-up 

utensils reveal themselves.

a better overview
The T-form divides up the interior of a wardrobe 

section, allowing for even more efficient use. One 

side has a clothes rail and the other has shelves.  

The interior dividers for shirts, shirt drawers 

with practical inserts and the trouser pull-out, 

which is also made entirely of solid wood and has 

a further storage area at the back, for example 

for belts, guarantee clearly arranged storage. 

External drawers complete the generous and 

sophisticated storage space.

trouser pull-out made from pure solid woodmake-up table with open, soft-close table top

shirt drawer with insert for ties and belts

T-form external drawer

interior partition for shirts
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Find out more about 

the wardrobe interior! 

qr.team7-home.com/ 
valore-wardrobe-interiorclothes lift

wood, wherever you look
Whether clothes rail, interior drawer, shirt 

drawer or shoe compartment, real solid wood 

makes the interior of our wardrobes unique 

and underlines their high quality. Shelves with 

optional wider front edge emphasise this look. 

Matching the warm wood tones in discreet 

black-brown, the clothes lift enables optimum 

use of space and first-class ease of use.

shoe compartment

clothes rail mounted on side or centre wall

shirt drawer with adjustable partition and box

clothes rail mounted on shelf

LED light strips for ideal interior illumination 
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Always at your service. Our side tables always  
cut a fine figure – no matter what shape they take.
designer: Sebastian Desch

versatile side tables
The versatile and flexible side tables are 

always to hand when you need a convenient 

place to put things – whether in your bedroom 

or in another living area. Additionally, our 

solid wood blocks score as a welcome seat. 

fig. above left: loup side table, wood type walnut, 

matt pebble glass

fig. above middle: clip side table, wood type wild oak 

fig. above right: hi! side table, wood type oak white oil,  

leather piping 

fig. left: solid wood block, wood type smoked oak 

fig. right: sidekick side table, wood type walnut

haiku | hood+ | sol
Whether it’s standing on the floor or mounted, or  

hanging casually against the wall – our haiku mirror  

always looks stylish. Our hood+ clothes rack offers  

convenient hanging points for your clothes. sol is a  

stylish companion in all living areas. With its clever  

functions, it is an attractive option as either a desk  

or make-up table.

fig. above: haiku mirror panel, wood type oak 

hood+ clothes rack and clothes hangers, wood type oak  

hi! side table with shoehorn, wood type oak, leather piping 

fig. left: sol solo piece, wood type walnut, antique white leather 

girado chair, wood type walnut, antique white leather, glossy  

aluminium base

Find out more about  

the sol solo piece! 

qr.team7-home.com/sol-
smart-solo-piece-video
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Clara

Canvas

coloured glass
glossy or matt | all glass surfaces available in any colour of your choice (from the NCS system, surcharge applies)

bronze (matt only)

dark brown

white (optiwhite) taupe (optiwhite)sand (optiwhite)

anthracite

pebble (optiwhite)

black

pearl (matt only) steel (matt only)

medium grey (optiwhite)

sludge (optiwhite)

beech beech heartwood cherryoak

walnut

wild oak

wild walnut oak white oil

alder

swiss pine not oiled*

fabric colours

Maple

leather colours

pebble (72217)

black-brown (70272)

bordeaux (70411)

polar white (71088)

taupe (72218)

anthracite (70241)

white (71018)

curcuma (73250) blue (41573)

sand (70232)

sludge brown (74153) sepia (41574)

black (70240)

apple (78181)

creme (70231)

chocolate brown (70273)

red (70210)

dark brown (74024)

medium grey (41575)

antique white (70230)

leather L1

types of wood
Unless stated otherwise, all wooden surfaces are finished with natural oil.

tartufo (77710) brandy (77730)umbra (77720) black (77750)brown (77740)

natural leather L7

wild oak white oil

*finished with natural oil on request

MATERIALS
We strive to produce the furniture that best fits the wishes of our individual

customers and their living spaces. With our wide range of materials and

colours there are almost no limits to the individual planning options.

natural white (optiwhite)

graphite grey (optiwhite)light grey (optiwhite)

light grey (71667)
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WE ARE DEDICATED TO CREATING
FURNITURE THAT’S JUST

AS UNIQUE AS WOOD ITSELF.
it́ s a tree story.

product care and repair

simple day-to-day care

The open-pore finish of our wooden surfaces 

means small dents and scratches are easy to 

treat. Even the traces of many years of use can be 

removed: sand down, apply oil, and you’re done.

Our solid wood furniture is not only pleasant  

to the touch – it also holds up well with  

daily use. Day-to-day cleaning just needs  

a dry or slightly damp cotton cloth. 

room climate
The solid wood furniture feels most comfortable 

at a constant humidity level of between 40% and 

60%, and a room temperature of between 18° and 

23° Celsius – just like us humans.

Watch our  

care video! 

qr.team7-home.com/
maintenance-video

conservation of resources
Purchasing with the right attitude. Contrary to the 

current trends toward global sourcing, we have 

always relied on regional partners and suppliers.  

This ensures short transport routes and avoids 

unnecessary emissions of harmful substances. 

Plus, our regional, carefully selected supplier  

network means more flexibility for our customers. 

This not only protects nature, it also preserves  

our independence. 

test lab

ISO, EMAS

Ecolabel
The Austrian Ecolabel verifies that the wood we use  

comes from sustainable forestry and contributes to a  

healthy living environment due to its special surface  

treatment. The “Austria Quality Seal – Furniture” is a  

guarantee for tested quality and a badge for durable  

furniture from Austria that is made to last.

The EMAS certificate is proof of our sustainable production,  

efficient use of resources and that we comply with the applicable 

environmental laws. As an ISO-certified company, we stand  

for the implementation of internationally applicable standards  

in the areas of environment, quality, and safety.

This means that, even in the development phase, 

we test the function, ergonomics, stability, and 

safety of our products comprehensively in our  

own laboratory, over thousands of cycles. TEAM 7  

offers only tailor-made furniture – with perfected 

technology and function.
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CO2-NEUTRAL ENERGY GENERATION. 

The scraps of wood accumulated from production are 

used in the company’s own furnaces for heat production, 

making us completely energy self-sufficient. Since  

wood is biomass, no more CO2 is released during  

combustion than that which the trees have withdrawn 

from the atmosphere during their growth. This enables  

a CO2-neutral energy generation.

NATURE SUPPLIES US WITH IDEAS AND ENERGY. 

We purchase 100% green electricity for our  

production facilities. What is more, our photovoltaic  

power plant generates 390,000 kWh per year.  

That covers the annual electricity consumption  

of over 85 average Austrian households.

EMAS ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT 

Everything on our journey to becoming a green 

factory as well as our efforts to consistently align 

all activities of TEAM 7 with the principles of  

sustainable management can be read about in  

our EMAS-approved environmental statement.

CONSUME LESS, CREATE MORE. 

Thanks to targeted energy-saving projects, such as  

an intelligent light control, new ventilation or efficient  

heat recovery systems, we have reduced our annual  

total energy consumption from 14.8 million kWh to  

12.8 million kWh since 2012. We have simultaneously 

been able to improve manufacturing efficiency.

SUSTAINABLE PACKAGE. 

When packaging our furniture, we 

avoid plastics and instead use card-

board from recycled waste paper, 

custom-fitted to the piece we are 

packing. This preserves resources, 

saves on padding and provides the 

best possible protection in transit.

DURABLE FURNITURE FROM NATURAL MATERIALS. 

Treated wood surfaces can easily be repaired and covers reupholstered.  

This transforms our furniture into loyal companions for many years  

to come. All our furniture is manufactured in such a way that it can be 

returned to the natural cycle at any time.

CONSERVATION OF 
RESOURCES

Read our environmental  

statement! 

qr.team7-home.com/ 
sustainability-report

2,000 t CO2

THE PURCHASE OF GREEN ELECTRICITY 

COMBINED WITH OUR PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM 

SPARE THE ATMOSPHERE ANNUALLY

1,300 t CO2
IS WHAT WE SPARE THE ATMOSPHERE BY  

PRODUCING HEAT THROUGH BIOMASS IN COMPARISON  

TO BURNING FOSSIL FUEL-BASED NATURAL GAS

6,000 t CO2

OVER THE NEXT GENERATIONS,  

THE SOLID WOOD FURNITURE WE PRODUCE 

EVERY YEAR WILL BIND 

Errors and omissions excepted.
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